FRESHMEN DEFEAT LOWELL TEXTILE

Score Decision Victory in Second Game of Season

SCORE 18 to 0

Extra Weight Proven too Much for Soldiers Whose Line is Weak.

By a score of 18 to 0 the freshmen won an easy victory over Lowell Textile yesterday in the second game of their season. Lowell played up a good, stiff fight, but the freshmen were too heavy for them. The Lowell line field was about equal in weight and the ends better than 1912, but the line was too light.

The first half ended with a score of 6-0, but the ball was in Lowell's territory throughout the period. Two more touchdowns for the maroon followed, and half, Score 18-0. Then Lowell braced, and in a series of spectacular plays carried the ball wide out to the 1912. The freshmen barely succeeded in blocking the well aimed drop kick with which Lowell hoped to score. Eicher connected for the kickoff.

The Schedule:

1913. Maldah, Kelbon, shuttleworth, E. G. Ewely. 
1914. Babson, Whittlesey, HL. ".
1915. Torry, Welsh, E. 
1916. Gale, Elster, q. q. Manning 
1917. Bean, 
1918. Mayr, Roberts, q. h. 
1919. Dugan Raymond, Cpt., HG. Harrison

FIELI DAY PROSPECTS

Close and Interesting Contests in all Events.

In four days comes the contest for which a total of six teams and the classes have been practicing hard for a month. The seat side indicates that there will be a big crowd to see the opening game, which means the stands will be filled to their full capacity with spectators to witness the most popular event of the year at the Institute. After the score of last year the chances of 1911 winning would seem to be small, but the defeat has taught the class a lesson, and the men will try hard not to be the first class which will repeat the defeat. With a year of experience to their credit.

Perhaps the most interesting event of the day will be the Trial for Coach. Some of the seniors have been on the line for a year, and it is difficult to tell what will happen in this contest, and the recent meet was no indicator of the comparative strength of the two. The choice of the seniors and the doubts of the individual players. The man who can be counted upon to gain some things for the team is the man who will win the contest.

The Tech Club and the house committee of the Union have purchased some new tickets which may be had for five cents in the Union by application at the Cage.

RENEWED FOR

Trials for the sophomore relay team which will run against the 1912 team this last Friday were held last Friday. With a good line behind them and a problem track, the runners had an excellent chance to show their ability.

The following eleven men were picked and a schedule arranged: W. C. Scholes, E. McPherson, E. F. J. McPherson, E. T. Manning, J. A. Manning, J. A. Manning, J. A. Manning, and J. B. Manning. If there is any line in the early part of the week the selecting five men will run to see who will be the (3) leaders next on the list. C. P. Johnson, J. A. Hodgson, D. L. Keir, D. E. Stevens, and C. P. Johnson.

THEATRE TICKETS

MUCH trouble has been awakened in the theatre world of late, both as to the part of the men, and they wish to call attention to a few of the notices which have come to the attention of the theatre.

Tickets for Tech Night at the Colonial theatre will be on sale Monday and Tuesday. The prices, as usual, are 25.00 for the first pitch, and 25.00 for the regular ticket at the theatre. In no case will preliminary tickets be exchanged at the theatre and all must be exchanged before Friday. Sophomore Theatre Committee-

TECH CHUB WILL PLAY HARVARD'S

Tournaments Being Played to Select Five Men for Team

SCHEDULE TOURNAMENT

Several boards and men have been placed in the Union and have proved popular.

Howland will lead Institute Team in Intercollegiate Event

SCORE TO NOT COUNT

Officials chosen at the meeting of Advisory and Executive Committee of I. A. A. A.

H. H. Howland 1918, will, without doubt, lead the Technology men in the annual games of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology against Princeton, Nov. 4th. In the 1918 men Harvard finished second, but this Harvard over the same team, was the first man in and established the new record of 24 minutes 19 seconds for the first mile. A new record is very likely be set in the race on Friday, and it will be a battle from start to finish, with Howland the leader for Harvard in this meet.